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ABSTRACT

We used a lake thermal physics model recently coupled into the Community Earth System Model 1 (CESM1) to study the effects of lake distribution in present and future climate. Under present climate, correcting the large underestimation of lake area in CESM1 (denoted CCSM4 in the configuration used here) caused 1°C spring decreases and fall increases in surface air temperature throughout large areas of Canada and the US. Simulated summer surface diurnal air temperature range decreased by up to 4°C, reducing CCSM4 biases. These changes were much larger than those resulting from prescribed lake disappearance in some present-day permafrost regions under doubled-CO2 conditions. Correcting the underestimation of lake area in present climate caused widespread high-latitude summer cooling at 850 hPa. Significant remote changes included decreases in the strength of fall Southern Ocean westerlies. We found significantly different winter responses when separately analyzing 45-yr subperiods, indicating that relatively long simulations are required to discern the impacts of surface changes on remote conditions. We also investigated the surface forcing of lakes using idealized aqua-planet experiments which showed that surface changes of 2°C in the Northern Hemisphere extra-tropics could cause substantial changes in precipitation and winds in the tropics and Southern Hemisphere. Shifts in the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone were opposite in sign to those predicted by some previous studies. Zonal mean circulation changes were consistent in character but much larger than those occurring in the lake distribution experiments, due to the larger magnitude and more uniform surface forcing in the idealized aqua-planet experiments.
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1. Introduction

Lakes have different surface properties than surrounding land, altering surface fluxes enough to cause significant changes in regional temperature (Krinner, 2003; Dutra et al., 2010; Samuelsson et al., 2010). These changes are important for accurate prediction of climate in regions with large lake area such as the Great Lakes, Northern Canada, and Scandinavia (Lofgren, 1997; Krinner, 2003; Rouse et al., 2005; Long et al., 2007; Dutra et al., 2010; Samuelsson et al., 2010). Temperate and high-latitude lakes tend to be cooler than surrounding land in the spring and summer due to increased seasonal thermal inertia and shifts from sensible to latent heat fluxes (Lofgren, 1997; Krinner, 2003; Rouse et al., 2008; Dutra et al., 2010). The heat absorbed by lakes during the summer tends to be released during the fall, increasing both latent and sensible heat fluxes and causing local warming (Lofgren, 1997; Long et al., 2007; Rouse et al., 2008; Dutra et al., 2010; Samuelsson et al., 2010). During the winter, snow insulation moderates the effects of frozen lakes on the atmosphere (Brown and Duguay, 2010; Dutra et al., 2010), but melting lakes can cause spring cooling (Samuelsson et al., 2010). The effects of lakes on atmospheric conditions other than temperature have been less comprehensively studied,
especially at large spatial scales. In Samuelsson et al. (2010), the addition of lakes to a regional climate model caused early summer decreases in simulated cloudiness and precipitation in Northern Europe and increases in late summer and early fall. Krinner (2003) found increases in summer precipitation and cloudiness in Europe due to moisture recycling, but in Quebec the opposite occurred due to reduced evaporation and increased atmospheric stability; the latter effect is consistent with the findings of Lofgren (1997). Lake-effect precipitation occurring when cold air advects over unfrozen lakes has been extensively studied at the regional scale (Bates et al., 1993; Kristovich and Braham, 1998; Goyette et al., 2000; Samuelsson and Tjernström, 2001; Lofgren, 2004; Laird et al., 2009).

Lake distributions may interact with climate change and other anthropogenic forcings. Changes in the balance of precipitation and evaporation in lake watersheds may change lake depth or distribution (Small et al., 2001; Schindler, 2009), as can anthropogenic manipulation of watersheds (Small et al., 2001). About 10% of current global lake area consists of artificial reservoirs (Lehner and Döll, 2004). Climate warming also interacts with lake area in permafrost regions, reviewed in Krinner and Boike (2010). Thaw subsidence is expanding the area of thermokarst lakes in some regions (Jorgenson et al., 2001; Kaab and Haeberli, 2001; Jorgenson et al., 2006; Plug et al., 2008). In other regions, decreases in lake area have been observed (Smith et al., 2005; Riordan et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2007; Plug et al., 2008), as the loss of impervious underlying permafrost encourages subsurface drainage, and increased surface erosion can increase surface runoff. Smith et al. (2007) suggested that the balance between increasing and decreasing lakes in permafrost area correlated with the degree of permafrost degradation: small increases in lake area can result as continuous permafrost begins to thaw, whereas large decreases in lake area can occur as discontinuous permafrost disappears. Increased lateral drainage after an initial expansion in thermokarst lake area as permafrost degrades is consistent with recent pan-Arctic thermokarst lake modelling (van Huisteden et al., 2011).

While lake distributions may change in the future, even present lake distributions are poorly represented in many climate models, as datasets often underestimate current global lake area. In the Community Earth System Model 1 (CESM1; http://www.cesm.ucar.edu/), the lake area (Cogley, 1991) is three times smaller than that found in the Global Lake and Wetland Database (GLWD) (Lehner and Döll, 2004) with lake area in Northern Canada especially underestimated. Furthermore, Downing et al. (2006) concluded that global lake distribution datasets such as the GLWD may themselves be as much as a factor of 2 too small by missing lakes smaller than 0.1–1 km², which are difficult to resolve in satellite data; Grosse et al. (2008) found even larger underestimation in some Siberian field sites. As 60% of global lake area is found north of 45°N (Lehner and Döll, 2004), representation of lakes is especially important for climate studies in this region.

Accurately simulating diurnal surface air temperature range (DTR) requires climate models to correctly represent a number of meteorological processes and geographical features (Karl et al., 1993; Vose et al., 2005): (1) the distance from a large body of water (Geerts, 2003); (2) evapotranspiration (ET), cloud cover, precipitation and soil moisture (Dai et al., 1999); and (3) phenological properties and land use (Collatz et al., 2000; Kalnay and Cai, 2003; Bonfils et al., 2005). The Climate Model Intercomparison Project 3 (CMIP3) climate models have mixed performance in simulating continental DTR. The large-scale spatial patterns (Geerts, 2003) are generally replicated by the CMIP3 climate models, but the absolute value is typically underestimated by as much as 50% in many regions, including the Canadian Shield (Randall et al., 2007, Supplementary Material, Fig. S8.3). The models also generally fail to reproduce the observed decadal variability in DTR (Wild, 2009) or the full magnitude of its long-term decline (Braganza et al., 2004; Zhou et al., 2010). In some models, these discrepancies may result from deficiencies in simulating convective clouds (Randall et al., 2007), freezing and thawing soil (Randall et al., 2007) or the responses to changing sulfate aerosols and greenhouse gases (Wild et al., 2007). The degree of land–atmosphere hydrological coupling affects the realism of seasonal variation in surface air temperature (Nigam and Ruiz-Barradas, 2006) and could plausibly affect DTR predictions in some models. Because unfrozen lakes tend to suppress diurnal temperature variation in their vicinity (Geerts, 2003; Samuelsson et al., 2010), climate model representation of lake properties and distribution may affect DTR biases.

Widespread changes in terrestrial surface properties and the resulting energy fluxes have the potential to cause changes in large-scale circulation (Chase et al., 2000; Feddema et al., 2005a, b). Several mechanisms can result in linked changes in climate at distant locations [teleconnections (Wallace and Gutzler, 1981; Nigam, 2003)]. Zonally asymmetric topographic and land–sea temperature contrasts force atmospheric stationary waves (Hoskins and Karoly, 1981; Held et al., 2002; Nigam and DeWeaver, 2003; Shaman and Tziperman, 2005). Wave trains (Kushnir and Wallace, 1989), which may be affected by terrestrial surface changes, are associated with changes in upper-tropospheric zonal winds (Nigam and Lindzen, 1989; Branstator, 2002) and energy transport between the equator and the poles. Another type of teleconnection can result
from changes in dominant dynamic modes of variability, several of which could interact with extra-tropical continental climate: the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) (Kutzbach, 1970; Rogers, 1981; Trenberth and Paolino, 1981), the Northern Annular Mode (NAM) (Thompson and Wallace, 1998), the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) (White and Pazan, 1987; Graham and White, 1988; Kawamura, 1994; Tourre and White, 1995), the Northern Pacific Oscillation (NPO) (Linkin and Nigam, 2008) and the Atlantic Multi-Decadal Oscillation (AMO) (Guan and Nigam, 2009). Changes in terrestrial surface properties or climate change may cause changes in the statistical properties of these modes (Corti et al., 1999; Timmermann, 1999; Chase et al., 2000; Bonfils and Santer, 2010).

A final type of teleconnection could be mediated by changes in the zonal mean atmospheric circulation that can be described by three interacting cells of vertical and meridional wind flow in each hemisphere: the Hadley, Ferrell and polar cells (Oort and Rasmusson, 1970; Holton, 2004). The meridional stream function (MSF) can be used to detect changes in these cells and is defined as the integral of the meridional mass flow across each latitude line from the surface to each pressure level. Some studies have found that changes in Northern Hemisphere (NH) extra-tropical surface properties could impact remote regions such as the tropics or Southern Hemisphere (SH). For instance, North Atlantic cooling episodes during the Quarternary could have displaced the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) southward (Kang et al., 2008, 2009), enhanced wind-driven Southern Ocean upwelling (Anderson et al., 2009; Toggweiler and Lea, 2010) and caused 20–60 ppm increases in atmospheric CO₂ (Lee et al., 2011).

Large magnitudes of North Atlantic cooling were imposed in previous experiments [e.g. 12 °C in Lee et al. (2011)]. The effects of terrestrial surface forcing could be comparatively weaker. To our knowledge, changes in simulated lake distribution have not been shown to cause changes in large-scale atmospheric circulation, remote temperatures or remote precipitation. However, this absence could be the result of using relatively short simulations of 20 yr or less [as in Krinner (2003) and Krinner and Boike (2010)]. Longer simulations may be required for several reasons. First, high inter-annual variability occurs in many meteorological variables of interest such as high latitude temperatures and tropical precipitation. Second, spatial autocorrelation of meteorological fields complicates the detection of coherent signals at small spatial scales (Livezey and Chen, 1983). While single-grid cell statistical significance is typically used (and is used cautiously here), a more complete analysis would explicitly consider this autocorrelation (Feddema et al., 2005b), or evaluate significance for each spherical harmonic mode, as a spectral decomposition better represents the spatial degrees of freedom in a GCM than does the number of grid cells (Stott and Tett, 1998). Third, dynamic modes of variability can cause temporal autocorrelation of meteorological fields on inter-annual and even inter-decadal timescales. In particular, natural Arctic variability may contain dominant multidecadal modes (Minobe, 1997; Delworth and Mann, 2000; Polyakov and Johnson, 2000; Venegas and Mysak, 2000; Polyakov et al., 2003; Levitus et al., 2009; Frankcombe and Dijkstra, 2010) including the NAM (Ogi and Yamazaki, 2010) and AMO (Guan and Nigam, 2009), and timescales of these modes may be as long as ~70 yr (Minobe, 1997; Delworth and Mann, 2000; Polyakov and Johnson, 2000; Polyakov et al., 2003).

In this study, we used an improved lake model coupled into CESM1 (Subin et al., 2012) to assess the effects of lake distribution on climate. We investigated the sensitivity of the simulation of present climate to lake area by comparing (1) the Lehner and Döll (2004) 2.3 million km² of lake area to (2) the less realistic 0.7 million km² default value. We also investigated the sensitivity of future climate to potential changes in lake area in permafrost regions and compared our results with those of Krinner and Boike (2010), who performed an analogous set of model experiments. Each simulation was integrated for 200 yr so that we could detect remote changes in regions with high inter-annual and decadal variability.

Because several studies have investigated the regional effects of changing lake distribution in climate models, but few studies have investigated the remote responses to any type of terrestrial-surface change, we focused equally on local and remote atmospheric responses, even though local responses may be stronger or more robust. To better understand the mechanisms causing large-scale changes, we performed simulations in an aqua-planet model with idealised versions of this surface forcing.

2. Methods

2.1. Model description

2.1.1. Lake model. The Lake, Ice, Sediment and Snow Simulator added to the Community Land Model 4 (CLM4-LISSS) (Subin et al., 2012) solves the 1-dimensional thermal diffusion equation by dividing the subsurface into several discrete layers for each of the following: snow, lake body water and ice and underlying sediment and bedrock. After calculating energy and momentum fluxes between the surface and the atmosphere, the residual surface energy flux is used as a top boundary condition for
the thermal diffusion between snow, lake body and sediment. Saturated sediments and constant lake body water content are assumed, although snow depth and properties are prognosed. Thermal mixing between simulated lake layers is driven by wind-driven eddies (Hostetler and Bartlein, 1990), convection (Hostetler and Bartlein, 1990), molecular diffusion and additional background diffusivity to represent unresolved processes (Fang and Stefan, 1996). Shortwave radiation absorption is predicted according to the diagnosed optical properties of snow and lake water. The submodels for friction velocity, aerodynamic resistances, snow and sediment are similar to those in CLM4 (Oleson et al., 2010), which is the land surface component of CESM1. Surface aerodynamic roughness lengths are calculated as a function of forcing wind and friction velocity. A technical note detailing the lake model is available in the Supplementary material.

CLM4-LISSS simulated lake temperature and surface fluxes well for shallow lakes, while mixing in deep lakes was underpredicted using the default model configuration; predictions were improved by increasing thermal conductivity by a factor of 10 or more. However, errors using the default configuration for deep lakes were comparable to those resulting from the typical difficulties in representing lake depth and opacity in global simulations (Subin et al., 2012). The default model configuration should suffice for this study, as we focused on the lake area missing from current datasets and the potential changes in lake area in regions of thawing permafrost: most of the lakes in these areas are relatively shallow. For simplicity, we assumed no small-fetch limitation on wave development when calculating the roughness length; the sensitivity to this assumption was shown to be small (Subin et al., 2012).

2.1.2. Climate model CESM1 consists of five components: CLM4, an atmospheric model (CAM4 or CAM5), an ocean model (POP2), a sea ice model (CICE4) and a land ice sheet model (GLIMMER–CISM) (http://www.cesm.ucar.edu/). The model can be run either in fully coupled mode or with some components inactive or replaced by prescribed data. In this study, we ran simulations in three modes: (1) the ‘CLM4 offline’ mode forced by historical meteorological data (Qian et al., 2006); (2) the ‘slab ocean’ mode with active CLM4, CAM4 and CICE4 along with a slab ocean model that includes the heat capacity of the ocean mixed layer and prescribes lateral heat transport between ocean gridcells consistent with present climate simulations; and (3) the ‘aqua-planet’ mode based on an older atmospheric model version, CAM3, described below. For (2), CAM4 (Neale et al., 2008; Richter and Rasch, 2008; Vavrus and Waliser, 2008; Gent et al., 2010; Neale et al., 2010) was run at 1.9° × 2.5° resolution with prescribed aerosol, greenhouse gas and ozone concentrations. We note that CESM1 with CAM4 physics rather than the newer CAM5 physics is generally referred to as the Community Climate System Model 4 (CCSM4) (Gent et al., 2011); to avoid confusion with other published analyses, we refer to CCSM4 below.

CLM4 (Lawrence et al., 2011a) divides each grid cell into a hierarchy of independent subgrid tiles with undefined spatial distribution; the grid cell flux to the atmosphere is calculated by averaging the fluxes from each tile. The highest level of the hierarchy below the grid cell (the ‘landunit’) can be soil (vegetated), urban, lake, wetland or glacier (Oleson et al., 2010). CLM4 currently only models a single 1-dimensional lake column in each grid cell, although relatively simple changes to the existing software could allow multiple lakes to be simulated in each grid cell in future versions. CLM4 can be run with prescribed satellite phenology (SP) and biogeochemistry turned off, or with prognostic phenology and biogeochemistry turned on (‘CN’). Unless otherwise specified, all model simulations used CLM4SP with the 1.9° × 2.5° grid and year 2000 conditions for aerosol deposition, nitrogen deposition and land use. To increase the realism of the high-latitude simulations, we included the provisional changes to frozen soil hydrology, peat physical properties and rooting depth described in Riley et al. (2011), which were developed by S.C. Swenson and D.M. Lawrence (D.M. Lawrence, personal communication, 2010). These high-latitude biogeophysical changes have the effect of moistening and cooling the near-surface atmosphere during the summer in permafrost regions relative to the standard CLM4.

The CCSM4 terrestrial climatology and hydroclimate are being evaluated by the CESM community; many studies will appear in an upcoming CCSM4 Journal of Climate special issue. Offline, CLM4SP predicts higher temporal variability in soil moisture and lower variability in ET than does CLM3.5; this improves the comparison with Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) observations (Lawrence et al., 2011a). Variability of ET increases in CLM4CN due to diagnostic phenology, and ET tends to be biased high in the tropics and mid-latitudes due to excessive gross primary productivity (Lawrence et al., 2011a) that may affect the simulation of temporal temperature variation (Nigam and Ruiz-Barradas, 2006). When CLM4CN is coupled into CCSM4, the improved simulation of seasonal soil moisture storage is retained (Gent et al., 2011; Lawrence et al., 2011b). Preliminary analysis by K. W. Oleson (D. M. Lawrence, personal communication, 2011) suggests that CCSM4
land–atmosphere coupling strength as defined in the Global Land-Atmosphere Coupling Experiment (GLACE) is much weaker than CCSM3, which had a relatively strong coupling (Guo et al., 2006). CCSM4 has a positive annual mean surface air temperature bias in the Canadian Shield, Central US, Central Eurasia and Siberia (Gent et al., 2011; Lawrence et al., 2011b; Peacock, submitted to Journal of Climate), with warm summer biases especially prevalent in Central Canada, Alaska and Siberia (Lawrence et al., 2011b; Peacock, submitted to Journal of Climate), which may be partially attributable to deficiencies in simulating frozen soil hydrology (Lawrence et al., 2011b). These deficiencies motivated the high-latitude biogeochemical changes mentioned above and will be the subject of a future study. Precipitation is biased high in the Central US, especially during the summer (Gent et al., 2011; Lawrence et al., 2011b; Peacock, submitted to Journal of Climate).

2.1.3. Aqua-planet model The aqua-planet model is based on the spectral version of CAM3 (Collins et al., 2004) at T85 resolution (~1.4°), with same model configuration as used in Li et al. (2011). The model uses fixed sea-surface temperatures (SSTs) (Neale and Hoskins, 2000), and all forcings are symmetric zonally and about the equator (i.e. no continents and constant equinox solar forcing). The version applied here does not consider oceanic heat transport or finite ocean mixed layer heat capacity.

2.2. Datasets

We used the GLWD to estimate the distribution of existing lakes and reservoirs, as it is based on the best available combinations of satellite and geographic data (Lehner and Döll, 2004). Downing et al. (2006) globally extrapolated lake distribution functions from some areas where fine-scale data are available and concluded that databases such as the GLWD likely underestimate global lake area by a large factor. However, we wished to avoid extrapolation, and a dataset based on Downing et al. (2006) was not readily available. Consequently, our estimates of climate biases resulting from the unrealistically small lake area used in CESM1 are likely to be conservative. We interpolated the lakes and reservoirs in the GLWD level 3 (‘classes’ 1 and 2 in the dataset) to the CLM4 1.9° × 2.5° grid and excluded the Caspian Sea (which is masked as ocean in CESM1), yielding 2.30 million km² (Fig. 1a). In comparison, the default 1.9° × 2.5° CLM4 surface dataset, based on Cogley (1991) and excluding grid cells with less than 1% lake area, contains 0.72 million km² (Fig. 1b). Much of the missing lake area (Fig. 1c) is in Canada.

To characterise the effects of changing lake area in permafrost regions under climate change, we generated a potential future lake distribution dataset following the approach of Krinner and Boike (2010), who assumed that the area of inland water surfaces would decrease in disappearing permafrost by 40% but increase in areas of remaining permafrost by 10%. This assumption is qualitatively consistent with the modelling results of van Huissteden et al. (2011). However, whereas Krinner and Boike (2010) used climate model projections to predict these areas, we simply used the existing Brown et al. (2001) permafrost dataset and applied the 10% increase to areas currently classified as continuous permafrost and the 40% decrease to areas currently classified as containing discontinuous, sporadic and isolated permafrost. A key difference between our experiment and that of Krinner and Boike (2010) is that we considered only changes in lake area, whereas they combined changes in lake area with changes in wetland area in the same locations. The resulting 2.16 million km² of lake area (Fig. 1d) includes very small increases in northern Canada and northeast Asia and small decreases to the south, as compared to current conditions.

We used an interpolated version of a global gridded lake depth dataset (Kourzeneva, 2009, 2010) (http://www.flake.igb-berlin.de/ep-data.shtml). This dataset includes real data for over 13 000 lakes, assigns a default depth of 10 m when a lake is present but depth data is not available and assigns a depth of 3 m for rivers. We interpolated this dataset to 1.9° × 2.5° resolution using the mean depth from each 1 km grid cell, including those containing the default 10 m depth (Fig. 1e). As discussed in Subin et al. (2012), this interpolation is crude, as many grid cells are dominated by missing data, where the default depths are assigned. We consider this approach as an intermediate step between assuming a constant 50 m depth globally, as in the existing CLM4, and simulating several lakes of different size categories in each grid cell, as has been done for a regional climate model (Samuelsson et al., 2010).

2.3. Experimental design

We performed three primary CCSM4 experiments with two additional simulations for sensitivity to model version and forcing climate, and two idealised aqua-planet experiments described below. The primary experiments were intended to understand the sensitivity of present climate to lake distribution and the sensitivity of future climate to changes in lake distribution in permafrost regions, and they included a total of 10 CCSM4 simulations. These simulations were conducted using five combinations of climate and lake area (Table 1), with each combination...
using two model configurations (CLM4 offline and slab
ocean modes) to separate the direct changes to surface
fluxes caused by lakes from the atmospheric responses to
these surface flux changes. The first experiment compared
simulations using present climate with the GLWD lake
area to simulations with the default CLM4 lake area
('Hi'/'Lo'), to see what biases may be introduced to the
CCSM4 climate by using an unrealistically small lake area.
The second experiment compared simulations using present
climate with the GLWD lake area to simulations with no
lake area at all ('Hi'/'No'), to compare with previous
studies that have similarly investigated the seasonal effects
of lakes on surface fluxes and regional climate (Bonan,
1995; Krinner, 2003; Dutra et al., 2010; Samuelsson et al.,
2010). Finally, the third experiment compared simulations
using future climate with the potential future lake distribu-
tion (Section 2.2) to simulations using future climate
with the GLWD lake area ('Fu_2CO2'/'Hi_2CO2').

For the simulations using present climate (No, Lo, and
Hi), we spun up the land model for 100 yr using four
cycles of 1980–2004 historical atmospheric forcing to
equilibrated the lake temperatures, soil temperatures and

Fig. 1. Area and depth datasets at 1.9 × 2.5: (a) interpolated Global Lake and Wetland Database (GLWD) lake percent
(2.3 million km²) (Lehner and Doll, 2004); (b) default CLM4 lake percent (0.72 million km²) (Cogley, 1991); (c) additional lake percent
in GLWD compared to default CLM4; (d) potential future lake percent compared to GLWD (net 0.14 million km² decrease); and
(e) interpolated lake depth based on Kourzeneva (2009, 2010).
Table 1. Community Climate System Model 4 (CCSM4) experimental design

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Climate Year</th>
<th>Lake area</th>
<th>Simulation Design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1850–2000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eq. 2000</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>CCSM4-Historical(^a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eq. 2 × CO(_2)</td>
<td>Lo, CCSM4-2000</td>
<td>Hi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eq. 2 × CO(_2)</td>
<td>Hi, _2CO(_2)</td>
<td>Fu, _2CO(_2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Each bold entry represents two simulations, one with CLM4 offline for 25 yr and one in slab ocean mode with equilibrium (Eq.) climate using fixed aerosol, greenhouse gas and ozone concentrations. The three primary experimental comparisons were Hi–Lo, Hi–No and Fu_2CO2–Hi_2CO2. Note that the offline CLM4 simulations with ‘2 × CO\(_2\)’ actually used 2090–2099 atmospheric forcing from a previous RCP 4.5 simulation, as equilibrium doubled-CO\(_2\) atmospheric forcing was not available. In addition, non-bold entries indicate simulations with the standard CCSM4, lacking CLM4-LISSS and the high-latitude biogeophysical changes.

\(^a\)The CCSM4-Historical simulation was transient and included the full ocean model and CN.

soil moisture. The resulting land initial conditions were used for 25-yr simulations for the offline simulations and 200-yr simulations for the coupled simulations that used the standard year 2000 initial condition files for the atmosphere, slab ocean and sea ice. We discarded the first 20 yr of the coupled simulations to allow all the model components to equilibrate with the altered terrestrial surface and with fixed year 2000 atmospheric concentrations (i.e. ozone, aerosols, CO\(_2\) and other greenhouse gases). Note that the short thermal relaxation time of the slab ocean means that we effectively simulated an equilibrium climate with year 2000 greenhouse gas concentrations, which will be warmer than observed conditions under transient greenhouse gas concentration increases, where net heat flux to the deep ocean cools the ocean surface and the atmosphere.

For the simulations using future climate (Hi_2CO2 and Fu_2CO2), we spun up the land model using 2090–2099 atmospheric forcing from a previous fully coupled CCSM4 RCP 4.5 simulation while retaining the standard year 2000 initial condition files for the other components. The offline simulations continued for another 25 yr using repeated 2090–2099 data. The fully coupled simulations using future climate were performed with all species kept at year 2000 concentrations except for CO\(_2\), which was doubled over pre-industrial levels to 569.4 ppm. We ran these simulations for a total of 220 yr and discarded the first 40 yr to allow the land, sea ice and slab ocean additional time to equilibrate with the resulting climate.

To isolate the effects of model version and forcing climate on model predictions, we also performed two additional simulations (Table 1) with the standard version of CCSM4, which does not include CLM4-LISSS or the high-latitude biogeophysical changes. One simulation (‘CCSM4-2000’) was configured identically to the coupled simulations with slab ocean under present climate described above, except with only 100 yr of simulation, whereas the second (‘CCSM4-Historical’) consisted of a transient fully coupled CCSM4 simulation with POP2 from 1850 to 2000 with historical conditions for atmospheric constituents, land use, nitrogen deposition and aerosol deposition.

Finally, to better understand changes in large-scale atmospheric circulation and remote changes caused by the addition of mid- to high-latitude lake area, we also performed two idealised aqua-planet experiments mimicking the terrestrial surface forcing by perturbing prescribed SSTs from 40° to 70°N relative to a control simulation: (1) ‘SST-2’, a 2°C cooling to resemble the effect of lakes in the summer; and (2) ‘SST + 2’, a 2°C warming to resemble the effect of lakes in the fall. In the context of the hierarchy of models proposed by Held (2005), the use of aqua-planet allows the mechanisms of large-scale change to be more easily understood. The effects of terrestrial surface properties, topography, zonal asymmetry and seasonal cycles are removed, leaving a system that comes to equilibrium within 2 months and varies only on a synoptic time-scale.

2.4. Analysis

For the simulations using CLM4 offline, we calculated monthly anomalies for each of the three experiments for each of five surface fluxes: latent heat, sensible heat, net longwave emission, absorbed shortwave and sub-surface energy flux (the rate of increase in snow, lake and soil enthalpy from both thermal diffusion at the surface and absorption of shortwave radiation). We examined these anomalies averaged over Canada (land north of 48°N and between 175° and 325°E). As the atmospheric forcing was fixed, there was no interaction of the lakes with internal variability, so no statistical analysis was needed.

For the coupled simulations, we calculated seasonal anomalies for each of the three experiments for: daily mean (T\(_2\)), maximum (T\(_{\text{max}}\)) and minimum (T\(_{\text{min}}\)) m air temperature; diurnal 2 m air temperature range (DTR); convective, large-scale, and total precipitation; downwelling and absorbed shortwave radiation at the surface; low, medium, high and total cloud fraction; sea-level pressure (SLP); zonal and meridional wind; atmospheric temperature; geopotential height; and MSF. We highlighted statistically significant anomalies by doing a simple independent t-test for each grid cell or latitude (for zonally averaged fields) with a 5% significance threshold, with each 3-month season as one observation. However, we were
cautious in interpreting significant changes remote from the locations of large lake area change. We compared DTR and precipitation for the simulations under present climate to the Climate Research Unit (CRU) 2.1 (Mitchell and Jones, 2005) climatology for the period 1980–2002. We also compared cloud fraction to the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project D2 (ISCCP D2) (Ros sow and Duenas, 2004) for the period 1984–2008.

We investigated whether either the mean states or variances of the NAO, NAM or ENSO were altered in the coupled experiments. For each season (for NAO, which is strongest during the winter and can vary on short timescales) or year (NAM and ENSO, which vary on multiyear timescales), we calculated the differences in SLP between the Azores and Iceland for NAO (Rogers, 1981), between 35°N and 65°N for NAM (Li and Wang, 2003) and between Tahiti and Darwin for ENSO (Trenberth, 1984), using grid cells within 2° of each point or latitude. We calculated the p-values of the independent t-statistic to detect differences in the means and the Bartlett statistic (Bartlett, 1937; Snedecor and Cochran, 1989) to detect differences in the variances. Because we performed 10 total tests, we adjusted the p-value required to detect significant changes down from 5% to 0.5% (1 − 0.951/10) to minimise the chance of a spurious significant result. We were also cautious in interpreting results, as some dynamic modes (i.e. ENSO) depend heavily on ocean dynamics that are not fully represented in slab ocean simulations. As a control, we also performed the same tests for differences between the Hi and Hi_2CO2 simulations, where we may expect changes (Timmermann, 1999).

The three aqua-planet simulations were integrated for 3 yr, and we used the mean results for the last year in our analysis, calculating zonal mean anomalies with respect to the control simulation for total surface precipitation, 850 mb zonal windspeed and 500 mb geopotential height.

3. Results

3.1. Local effects of lake distribution

3.1.1. High (GLWD) versus low (CLM4 default) lake area under year 2000 climate (Hi–Lo). With fixed atmospheric forcing, the addition of 0.66 million km² of lake area in Canada caused up to 4.0 W m⁻² changes in monthly surface fluxes averaged over the region (Fig. 2). Subsurface energy absorption increased by an average of 2.2 W m⁻² from April through July; this energy was released back to the atmosphere at an average rate of 2.7 W m⁻² from September through November. There was an annual average shift of about 0.7 W m⁻² from sensible heat flux to latent heat flux and longwave emission. Lakes increased albedo during the spring melt more than they decreased albedo during the summer, causing a net annual decrease in absorbed shortwave radiation of 0.4 W m⁻².

In coupled simulations, the increased subsurface thermal inertia and shift from sensible heat fluxes to latent heat and longwave fluxes caused widespread significant seasonal changes in T_min and T_max in Canada and Northern Europe (Fig. 3), with a maximum grid cell change of 2.3°C (fall increase in T_min). In the spring and summer, warming and evaporating lakes caused a day-time cooling (Fig. 3a, b). During the summer and fall night time, lakes released heat back to the atmosphere and caused local warming (Fig. 3c, d). Near-surface relative humidity increased significantly by up to 6% in Central Canada in the summer.

Significant T_2 changes in areas adjacent to added lakes were negative in the summer and positive in the fall, indicating a net uptake of energy by lakes during the summer and release to their surroundings in the fall. Moreover, the lower atmosphere is more tightly coupled to the terrestrial surface during the day than night and to sensible heat rather than longwave fluxes. Consequently, 850 hPa summer temperatures decreased by up to 1.2°C over North America and the western North Atlantic (Fig. 4a). The mean summer planetary boundary layer (PBL) height decreased significantly by up to 70 m near the location of maximum decrease in 850 hPa temperature. This decrease is consistent with observations and modelling studies that show a lower PBL depth over wet locations (Banta and White, 2003; Patton et al., 2005) and with decreased sensible heat flux (Shin and Ha, 2007).
3.1.2. High (GLWD) versus no lake area under year 2000 climate (Hi/No) With fixed atmospheric forcing, the replacement of vegetation and soil by lakes caused seasonal flux changes that depended on location. High-latitude lakes caused flux changes similar in sign to those resulting in the Hi/Lo experiment. Temperate lakes such as the Great Lakes, which were absent in the No simulation (but not the Lo simulation), stayed unfrozen into part of the winter season, increasing both sensible and latent heat fluxes. Tropical lakes were much smaller in extent but locally caused slight decreases in albedo, large decreases in sensible heat flux and large increases in latent heat flux for all seasons.

In coupled simulations, changes were similar in character to those for Hi–Lo, except larger in magnitude and broader in seasonal extent, especially in the vicinity of the Great Lakes. Downwelling shortwave radiation significantly decreased in the eastern US and Canada during all seasons due to increased cloudiness. The decrease in summer $T_{max}$ over Great Lakes area grid cells was as large as 4.6°C. Significant decreases in 850 hPa temperatures were widespread throughout North America, Russia, the Arctic and Europe and reached a magnitude of 2°C above the Great Lakes (Fig. 4b).

Winter $T_{min}$ increased over the Great Lakes and to the east by $\sim 1$°C.

3.1.3. Impacts of lake area changes from permafrost thaw under doubled CO$_2$ climate (Fu_2CO$_2$/Hi_2CO$_2$) The assumed potential changes to future lake distribution resulting from permafrost thaw were small (Fig. 1d), with very small increases in northern Canada and Siberia contrasting with small decreases to the south. Consequently, resulting impacts on climate were small compared with the Hi–Lo experiment: the only region showing notable changes was the Canadian Shield that lost about 0.11 million km$^2$ of lake area. Changes in surface fluxes with fixed future atmospheric forcing were consistent in seasonality with Hi–Lo, except opposite in sign (because lakes were disappearing rather than being added) and smaller in magnitude. In coupled simulations, significant seasonal changes in $T_{min}$ and $T_{max}$ primarily occurred in the Canadian Shield (Fig. 5), with a maximum grid cell change of 1.3°C (fall decrease in $T_{min}$). Northern Canada and Great Lakes spring and summer $T_{max}$ increased (Fig. 5a, b), whereas summer and fall $T_{min}$ decreased (Fig. 5c, d), opposite in sign to, and smaller in magnitude than the changes that occurred in Hi–Lo (Fig. 3).
3.2. Comparing predicted and observed DTR, precipitation and cloud cover (Hi–Lo)

Increasing lake area to more realistic values caused significant decreases in predicted DTR throughout the spring, summer and fall in Canada and Scandinavia. Decreases were largest in the summer (Fig. 6a), up to 3.6°C for individual grid cells. These decreases substantially reduced CCSM4 DTR biases compared to CRU in these affected areas (Fig. 6b, c), although large biases remained.

CCSM4 biases in precipitation and low clouds were slightly affected by the increase in lake area. Compared to ISCCP-D2, the Lo simulation underpredicted summer low cloud fraction in Canada and the Baltic by as much as 40%. We note that the summer low cloud bias in our simulations contrasted with the positive annual mean low cloud bias observed in the 1° CCSM4 (Gent et al., 2011). Low cloud fraction increased in the Hi simulation by up to 4%, significantly decreasing downward shortwave at the surface by ~3–9 W m⁻² and causing a slight improvement in the low cloud bias. Compared to CRU, the Lo simulation had a positive bias in total summer precipitation in the Central US of up to 4 mm d⁻¹. Convective precipitation significantly increased in the Hi simulation over the Central US by ~0.2 mm d⁻¹, whereas large-scale precipitation was unchanged, slightly worsening the total precipitation bias.

3.3. Aqua-planet simulations

As the mid- and high-latitude lake area increases decreased energy fluxes to the atmosphere in the summer and increased them in the fall (Fig. 2), we analysed the resulting remote effects via two idealised aqua-planet experiments with ±2°C perturbed SSTs for 40–70°N (Fig. 7a). These perturbations caused changes in the tropics and the high-latitude SH. Generally, SST–2 and SST +2 had opposite impacts. In the following analysis, we discuss changes in SST–2. The opposite analysis can be applied to changes in SST +2 unless otherwise noted. The SST–2 induced a 2° northward shift of the ITCZ and a ~10% increase in its strength (Fig. 7b).
With NH extra-tropical surface cooling, the magnitude of the temperature gradient across the mid-latitudes increased. The NH Ferrell cell strengthened, associated with strengthening of the mid-latitude surface westerlies (Fig. 7c), increased subsidence at 30°N and increased ascent at 60°N (Fig. 7d). The NH Hadley Cell strengthened, associated with increased moisture transport from the subtropics to the tropics in the low level branch (not shown). Precipitation (Fig. 7b) increased just north of the equator. The mechanism linking the mid-latitude circulation changes to the tropical response will be detailed in a future study.

The ITCZ shift was associated with significant SH responses. The SST–2 northward shift in the ITCZ strengthened the subtropical jet and weakened the subsiding branch of the Hadley cell at 30°S (Fig. 7d). The mid-latitude surface westerlies were weakened (Fig. 7c). Southern Ocean surface winds were not changed in SST–2. In SST + 2, where the SH Hadley and Ferrell cells were strengthened, the westerlies strengthened in mid-latitudes and weakened at 60°S. Further work is required to understand why the SH zonal wind responses were not opposite in the SST–2 and SST + 2 scenarios.

### 3.4. Hi–Lo: large-scale and remote changes

#### 3.4.1. Atmospheric circulation

Although the surface energy forcing caused by increased lake area in the Hi–Lo experiment was smaller in magnitude than the aqua-planet SST perturbations, due to both seasonal and zonal asymmetry, significant changes in atmospheric circulation and remote temperatures still occurred. Our analysis below focuses on changes in the summer and fall.

An increased summer NH meridional temperature gradient strengthened the upper tropospheric mid-latitude jet by ~0.50 m s⁻¹ between 40 and 50°N (Fig. 8a). While much smaller in magnitude, this change was consistent with changes found in the SST–2 experiment (Fig. 7c). Simulated meridional wind anomalies (not shown) may have indicated a NH wave train in response to changes in the jet (Liu and Alexander, 2007).

Small SH temperature changes occurred during the boreal summer (Fig. 4a). Significant differences in SH circulation also occurred in this season: increases of up to 1% in the SH tropical MSF indicated a weakened Hadley circulation, whereas decreases of up to 5% in the polar MSF indicated a strengthened polar cell. These changes in
the MSF were consistent with the decreased subtropical and increased polar subsidence occurring in the SST–2 aqua-planet experiment (Fig. 7d). Hi–Lo changes in the summer MSF were not significant for the NH.

Significant changes in SH zonal winds occurred during the boreal fall (Fig. 8b, d). A decrease at the poleward edge and increase at the equatorward edge of mid-latitude westerlies resulted from an equatorward shift in the SH mid-latitude jet from 50°S to 45°S; at 60°S westerlies decreased by as much as 1 m s\(^{-1}\). The geography of the westerly decreases followed the contours of the Southern Ocean, with 850 hPa winds decreasing by up to 0.7 m s\(^{-1}\) (Fig. 8c). Significant changes of about 5% in the MSF (positive at 40°S and negative at 60°S) suggested both a strengthening Ferrell cell and a strengthening polar cell, with the boundary between the two shifting north. Increases in zonal mean SLP of up to 0.5 hPa south of 70°S also indicated a strengthened polar cell and were associated with regional temperature changes of up to 0.8°C (not shown). The zonal mean SH changes were consistent with the pattern in SST +2 (Fig. 7c, d). Significant increases in the MSF of up to 3% between

Fig. 6. JJA diurnal 2 m temperature range: coupled anomalies for (a) Hi–Lo (significant only); (b) Hi–CRU; (c) Lo–CRU; (d) CCSM4–2000–CRU; and (e) CCSM4-Historical (1980–1999 mean)–CRU; and absolute JJA 2 m diurnal temperature range for (f) CRU (1980–2002). CCSM4, Community Climate System Model 4.
5°N and 10°N may have indicated a slight southward shift in the ITCZ, consistent with the SST +2 experiment. However, only slight zonal mean precipitation changes occurred of less than 0.1 mm d⁻¹.

3.4.2. Modes of variability Changes in the mean and variance of the NAO, NAM or ENSO for Hi–Lo and Hi–No experiments were not significant at the 0.5% level. In contrast, we found highly significant ($p<10^{-5}$) shifts in the annual mean phase of the NAO, NAM and ENSO in Hi_2CO2 as compared to Hi, with a significant increase in winter NAO variance.

4. Discussion

4.1. Effects of lakes on seasonal surface fluxes and local air temperature

As discussed in Subin et al. (2012), previous studies (Bonan, 1995; Lofgren, 1997; Krinner, 2003; Rouse et al., 2005; Long et al., 2007; Dutra et al., 2010; Samuelsson...
et al., 2010) have largely agreed on the seasonal effects of lakes on local surface energy fluxes and surface air temperature, with some disagreement as to the net effect on latent heat flux and air temperature at high latitudes in the summer, and whether atmospheric warming persists into the winter after lakes have frozen. The summer disagreements may be related to how dry the neighbouring soil is simulated to be (Krinner and Boike, 2010) and how the vegetation is represented there. The winter disagreements may depend on the presence and extent of snow insulation in the model (Dutra et al., 2010).

Local changes in seasonal $T_2$ in the Hi–Lo, Hi–No and Fu$_{2CO_2}$–Hi$_{2CO_2}$ experiments were within the range of those reported in previous studies. We found that high-latitude lakes caused net local cooling in the spring and summer, and net warming in the fall. Slight net cooling during the summer resulted from the balance of day-time cooling and night-time warming, with slight increases in latent heat flux and longwave emission, and large decreases in sensible heat flux. Some studies (Krinner, 2003; Dutra et al., 2010) have found decreases in summer latent heat flux due to lower surface temperatures and decreased roughness lengths. We also found slight decreases in latent heat flux in the early summer; the largest contribution to summer decreased sensible heat flux at high latitudes was increased energy uptake by lakes, not increased latent heat flux.

In the winter, we found that high-latitude lakes did not cause significant warming; this was likely due to the inclusion of snow insulation in CLM4-LISSS (Dutra et al., 2010; Subin et al., 2012). Although CCSM4 moderately overpredicts snow depth at high latitudes due to excessive winter precipitation (Lawrence et al., 2011b), offline CLM4 slightly underpredicts high-latitude snow cover fraction (Lawrence et al., 2011a) and lakes caused little change in winter surface fluxes in the offline Hi–Lo experiment. At lower latitudes, the Great Lakes remained unfrozen for part of the winter in the coupled Hi simulation, causing significant winter warming in this region compared to the coupled No simulation.

4.2. Implications for CCSM4 Evaluation

While most CMIP3 climate models underestimated DTR throughout land areas (Randall et al., 2007), we found that CCSM4 overestimated summer DTR in boreal

---

Fig. 8. Significant seasonal average atmospheric zonal mean wind anomalies (+ to the east) in coupled simulations under year 2000 conditions for Hi (GLWD lake area)–Lo (default CLM4 lake area): (a) JJA, zonal mean; (b) SON, zonal mean; (c) SON, 850 hPa; and (d) SON, 200 hPa. GLWD, Global Lake and Wetland Database.
regions (Fig. 6c), including regions where lake area is underestimated (Fig. 1b, c). This overestimation was due to both excessively high \( T_{\text{max}} \) and low \( T_{\text{min}} \) (not shown). This bias was reduced in those regions when more realistic lake area was used (Fig. 6a, b), although it was not eliminated. As the \( T_2 \) changes in our experiments and those of Krinner and Boike (2010) were linear with lake area change and independent of baseline climate, we hypothesise that increasing lake area to the values suggested to be realistic by Downing et al. (2006) would further reduce the DTR bias. However, the concurrent underestimation in simulated low cloud fraction may also have contributed to the high DTR bias (Dai et al., 1999). Indeed, some of the decrease in DTR with more realistic lake area may have resulted indirectly from the increase in low cloud fraction rather than the direct effect of lakes on surface energy fluxes.

Using the CCSM4-2000 and CCSM4-Historical simulations, we investigated the sensitivity of DTR biases to the model version and the climate forcing. The CCSM4-2000 simulation differed from the coupled Lo simulation only in duration and in lacking CLM4-LISSS and the high-latitude biogeophysical changes under development by S. C. Swenson and D. M. Lawrence. The positive summer DTR bias was larger in boreal regions in CCSM4-2000 than in the Lo simulation (Fig. 6d), notably in the Great Lakes region. This finding is consistent with the existing CLM4 lake model deficiencies, including excessive surface diurnal temperature range (Subin et al., 2012). However, much of the improvement in permafrost regions in the Lo simulation may have resulted from the biogeophysical changes.

The simulations using equilibrium 2000 conditions with slab ocean should have had a slightly warmer atmosphere than the 1980–2002 period, both due to changes between 1980 and 2000 and the lack of transient heat flux to the deep ocean. Consequently, interactions between DTR and atmospheric warming could have caused the simulated DTR to differ from the CRU observations. To test the importance of this caveat, we evaluated the summer DTR predicted in the CCSM4-Historical simulation during 1980–1999 (Fig. 6e). We found that the positive DTR bias, although slightly lower in some regions than in the CCSM4-2000 simulation, remained large in almost all regions with unrealistic lake area.

While increasing lake area in the Hi–Lo experiment slightly improved the large negative bias in summer low cloud fraction in Canada, even larger improvements occurred over Arctic land when we compared the Lo simulation to the CCSM4-2000 simulation, likely related to the high-latitude biogeophysical changes. The negative summer low cloud fraction bias was improved over the Great Lakes in CCSM4-Historical relative to CCSM4-2000, but not elsewhere at high latitudes. The bias towards excessive summer precipitation in the Central US plains in the Lo simulation (which was slightly worsened in the Hi simulation) was unchanged in the CCSM4-2000 simulation but larger in the CCSM4-Historical simulation.

Assessing improvements to GCM simulations after changing one model component is difficult; compensating errors may cause a reduction in bias for the wrong reasons. We cannot be confident that the reduced DTR bias from adding lake area did not either come at the expense of other hydroclimate variables or compensate for other sources of bias; further work should investigate the DTR bias in CCSM4 and other CMIP5 climate models more systematically. As long as there are no interactions between lake area change and model biases, our predicted changes in climate variables with the addition of lake area will be relatively robust. Biases that would interact with lake area change include unrealistic soil moisture or stomatal limitation of ET in areas replaced by lakes, or an unrealistic land–atmosphere coupling strength. CCSM4 tends to have excessive summer soil moisture limitation in permafrost regions (Lawrence et al., 2011b), which would tend to increase the effects of adding lakes. However, CCSM4 tends to have excessive transpiration (Lawrence et al., 2011b) and a relatively weak land–atmosphere coupling strength (D. M. Lawrence, personal communication, 2011) in tropical and temperate regions, which would tend to reduce the effects of adding lakes.

4.3. Climate effects of changing lake area in permafrost regions

We found that decreasing lake area in regions currently characterised by discontinuous permafrost could cause mild seasonal changes in \( T_2 \), up to a 1.3 °C decrease in \( T_{\text{min}} \). However, these changes were modest compared to the biases that may result in the simulation of current climate from using unrealistically small lake area. Krinner and Boike (2010) found significant changes consistent in seasonal sign but somewhat larger and more widespread. These slightly larger changes were likely because they considered the combined disappearance of lake and wetland area, whereas we considered only changes in lake area. Differences in present and future lake area distributions and lake model structure and parameterisation were not likely causes of the discrepancy, except during the winter season, when Krinner and Boike (2010) found significant winter cooling from decreased inland water surface area. We did not find significant winter impacts of lakes at high latitudes, as discussed in Section 4.1.
Our simulations could underestimate the climate impacts of changing lakes in permafrost regions. While we followed the assumption of Krinner and Boike (2010) [based loosely on the analysis by Smith et al. (2007) and consistent with the observations in Plug et al. (2008) and simulations by van Huisssteden et al. (2011)] that lake area in remaining or currently continuous permafrost would only increase by 10%, it is possible that thermokarst activity could increase lake area by larger percentages in some regions. Our estimates are also sensitive to our assumed existing high-latitude lake area, which is likely an underestimate (Downing et al., 2006). Moreover, we have only considered the physical impacts of changing lake area. The biogeochemical impact of expanding thermokarst lakes and increasing emissions of CO₂ and CH₄ from these lakes is more difficult to quantify (Wania et al., 2010; Riley et al., 2011) and may be large (Walter et al., 2007; Schuur et al., 2008).

4.4. Large-scale changes resulting from mid- and high-latitude NH surface forcing

Shifts in the ITCZ in response to decreases in NH extra-tropical surface temperatures in our aqua-planet experiments were in the opposite direction of those predicted by previous studies (Kang et al., 2008, 2009), likely due to our use of prescribed SSTs rather than a slab ocean model. We hypothesise that this difference is representative of some differences in the atmospheric responses to terrestrial rather than ocean cooling. We highlight two of these differences: (1) a cooling due to a change in ocean circulation would imply a compensating remote warming [e.g. Kang et al. (2008, 2009) imposed an implied cross-equatorial subsurface heat flux], whereas a cooling due to a change in terrestrial surface properties (e.g. albedo) may decrease the top-of-atmosphere energy balance without a direct compensation elsewhere; (2) an ocean cooling would generally persist for a long enough time for remote ocean temperatures to respond, whereas a terrestrial cooling, such as that resulting from increased subsurface energy storage due to increased lake area, may be seasonal or otherwise transient. We may tentatively reject (1) as an explanation: while the cross-equatorial heat flux imposed in Kang et al. (2008, 2009) may have reinforced the southward ITCZ shift, several other studies (Chiang and Bitz, 2005; Lee et al., 2011) found a southward ITCZ shift from extra-tropical NH cooling without imposing any compensating cross-equatorial heat flux. In particular, the Chiang and Bitz (2005) experiment simulated the responses to an increase in Arctic sea ice, which may act similarly to an increase in terrestrial albedo. However, regarding (2), we are not aware of previous studies investigating the transient response to extra-tropical cooling, so it is possible that the initial atmospheric response would be different in character than the equilibrium response once tropical SSTs have adjusted to the forcing. Further research should investigate these potentially contrasting responses.

Interpreting significant changes in geographic fields at the grid cell level requires caution due to spatial and temporal autocorrelation. To illustrate the limitations of using relatively short simulations to detect signals smaller than typical inter-annual variability, we divided the 180 yr analysed for the Hi–Lo experiment into four 45-yr periods, and we compared statistical significance evaluated for each individual period with that evaluated for the entire period. Even in the winter, when the surface forcing caused by the addition of lakes was small (Fig. 2), some regions with statistically significant changes occurred when evaluated over the entire 180-yr period (Fig. 9). However, the changes in individual periods within these regions were not always consistent in sign or significant: the Barents Sea cooled in three of the periods but warmed in the fourth. Moreover, the regions appearing to be significant in each period were not always contained within the regions found to be significant for the entire 180-yr period. In particular, most of the Arctic experienced an apparently statistically significant cooling of 1 °C or more during one of the periods (‘Period 3’, Fig. 9c), but this cooling did not occur during the other three periods. We note that the previously discussed significant changes occurring in the summer and fall showed much more consistency among the four periods than the winter changes in Fig. 9.

Because of these challenges in interpreting statistically significant changes, we have attempted to be cautious in interpreting remote changes such as the Hi–Lo SH changes in boreal summer temperature and boreal fall zonal winds by examining whether changes were mechanistically consistent among several variables (e.g. temperature, pressure, wind and MSF), linked to changes in the NH tropics, and similar to analogous changes in the idealised aqua-planet simulations. Many of the remote changes occurring in Hi–Lo failed to satisfy all these criteria, including some localised changes in temperature, precipitation and surface pressure that we did not analyse in Section 3.4.1. The changes in zonal winds in the boreal summer and fall may be the most compelling. Both the summer increases in NH mid-latitude westerlies and the boreal fall decreases in Southern Ocean westerlies were consistent among several variables and with the analogous aqua-planet experiments, although changes in the NH tropics were very small compared to changes in the aqua-planet experiments. We note that many terrestrial surface changes associated with climate change (e.g. vegetation distribution changes, loss
of land ice or snow cover or changes in wetland area) may be of much larger magnitude than the lake area changes simulated here. Although previous studies may have used simulations of insufficient duration to detect remote changes, our results suggest that these changes may be significant.

5. Conclusions

The presence of large lake area in boreal regions, particularly the Canadian Shield, causes widespread changes in North American surface air temperatures of 1–2 °C during the spring, summer and fall, as compared to a comparable system with much less lake area. Increased subsurface thermal inertia reduces diurnal temperature variation, causes increases in low cloud fraction and causes net spring and summer cooling and fall warming. Increasing the realism of modelled lake area and properties in climate models may improve simulated biases in diurnal temperature range in some regions, although this evaluation is complicated by the large number of processes affecting diurnal temperature range.

Relatively small changes of 2 °C in extra-tropical surface temperatures can cause changes in atmospheric circulation and remote precipitation and winds, although realistic zonally and seasonally asymmetric forcings have less coherent impacts than idealised forcings of similar maximum magnitude. A consistent response to increases in extra-tropical Northern Hemisphere surface energy fluxes in our experiments was decreases in westerly flow over the Southern Ocean; according to previous analyses, these changes could alter ocean upwelling and affect the global carbon cycle. A more detailed investigation of this mechanism is warranted. Further research is also needed to understand potentially contrasting atmospheric responses to extra-tropical surface temperature changes depending on the character of the imposed forcing and remote ocean responses.

The disappearance of lakes from present regions of discontinuous permafrost could cause small (0.5–1 °C) changes in surface air temperature in certain regions, such as central northern Canada, increasing diurnal temperature variation and amplifying summer warming. However, these changes may be relatively small compared to the effects of global climate change in the same regions or to errors in simulation caused by the underestimation of lake area in current datasets. To confirm this, research should focus on improving datasets of existing high-latitude lake

Fig. 9. Hi (GLWD lake area)–Lo (default CLM4 lake area) coupled DJF 2 m temperature anomalies under year 2000 conditions for the four 45-yr periods composing the full 180 analysed years of simulation: (a) Period 1; (b) Period 2; (c) Period 3; and (d) Period 4. Green contours encircle significant changes evaluated for each 45-yr period, whereas magenta contours encircle regions where significant changes were found for the full 180 yr. GLWD, Global Lake and Wetland Database.
area and improving understanding of the potential for increases in lake area due to thermokarst activity in remaining permafrost regions. Furthermore, the biogeochemical changes associated with melting permafrost are likely more uncertain than the direct physical responses to changes in lake area.
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